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About Waterfall island  
Ni mata vinaka mai!  
Welcome to Motu Na Suvu (Waterfall island)! This island is 
influenced by Fiji. 

How much do you know about Fiji?

‘Sugar is a huge agricultural export for Fiji, with enough 
produce to fuel Eilly Wonka’s factory. The country produced 
a whopping 160,204 tonnes of raw sugar in 2018 alone.’

‘How do you say hello in Fiji? Well that depends on what 
language you’re speaking. Fiji is one of the few countries 
in the world where there are three national languages. So, 
whether you say Namaste in Fiji-Hindi, Bula in Fijian or  Hello 
in English, you’ll be understood and warmly welcomed, 
Fijians  have a reputation for being among the friendliest 
people on earth.’

Fijian houses are called Bure or Vale; these Vales are 
rectangular cabins made of wood and dried palm leaves and 
have no windows and only one door.’

What is your challenge to 
complete in this island?     
To collect the financial knowledge from Motu Na Suvu (Waterfall island), 
you need to complete the challenge about ‘Investing’. 

In the challenge, you need to answer at least 8 
questions correctly about Investing to pass the 
challenge.

 If you need help answering any of the questions, 
there is  an additional resource link next to the 
question that will  help you answer it. Please ask your 
teacher to mark your answers and if you don’t get 8 
questions correct, you need to try them again.

Vakanuinui vinaka!  
Good luck!
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Challenge questions
Please choose 10 questions to solve. When you are completed, ask your 
Teacher to mark your answers.

Questions Level Your answer
Additional 
resource

When investing, what do you need to take 
into account? (Hint: it rhymes with disk)?
a) Risk
b) Brisk
c) Kiss
d) Stick

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

Is the NZX where you find jobs or buy 
shares?
a) shares
b) jobs

Easy Investing in 
Shares - learning 
materials

Beginning with ‘B’ which underwear brand 
share its name with a type of investment?
a) Bonds
b) Bendon
c) Berlei 

Easy Investing Sorted 
booklet

What is investing?
a) Something you put money into, expecting 
it will grow in value over time and earn you 
money
b) Learning about the stock market

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

Is KiwiSaver an investment?
a) Yes 
b) No

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

What is the money you get back from your 
investment called?
a) A return
b) Compounding interest
c) Shares

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

Is it important to consider how soon we 
need our money back when investing? 
a) Yes 
b) No

Easy
Investing Sorted 
booklet

What does this saying mean ‘Don’t put all 
your eggs in one basket’?
a) Spread your risk when investing
b) Share your investments with friends and 
family
c) Don’t spend all your investments at once

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

When is the best time to start investing?
a) When you start working
b) As soon as possible
c) When you are about to retire

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint
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What is a financial adviser qualified to do?
a) Advise you on investment products
b) Tell you how to budget

Easy Investing Sorted 
booklet

What option is not one of the four main 
investment types?
a) Cash
b) Bitcoin
c) Bonds
d) Shares

Easy SiS Investing 
powerpoint

Is it important to consider how soon we 
need our money back when investing? 
a) Yes 
b) No

Easy Investing Sorted 
booklet

Should shares be a short-term or long-term 
investment?
a) Short-term 
b) Long-term

Easy SiS investing 
infographics

Should you research and understand 
investments before you purchase any?
a) Yes
b) No

Easy Investing in 
Shares - learning 
materials
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Questions Level Your answer Additional 
resource

What is compound interest?
a) The interest earned on interest- it makes 
your money grow faster
b) The bank fee for having an investment 
account
c) The money you get from the Government 
when you turn 65 years old
d) The first step of setting up a budget

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

Why do you sometimes loose money on
investments?
a) Because investment accounts charge you 
large fees
b) Because investing costs a lot of money c) 
Because investments are like a rollercoaster; 
there is always risk that they gain/lose 
money along the way
d) Because of inflation

Hard Investing in Shares 
- Infographics

Which options are ways to invest money?
a) Savings account
b) Bonds and shares
c) KiwiSaver
d) All of the above

Hard Investing Sorted 
booklet



When you invest in shares, sometimes a 
dividend gets paid out, what is this?
a) Money that a company pays to its 
shareholders
b) Additional shares from a company if you 
have invested in the company

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

What does diversification mean?
a) When you spread your risk when you 
invest your money 
 b) When you buy shares at different times 
throughout the year

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

What is an asset?
a) Something that has the potential to 
become more valuable in time by being sold 
for a higher price
b) Something that produces a regular 
income
c)  All of the above

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

What is the opposite of an asset?
(Something that can become more valuable 
in time by being sold for a higher price)?
a) Liability
b) Debt
c) Fees

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

Are we taxed on the income we make from 
our investments?
a)Yes 
b)No

Hard Investing Sorted 
booklet

What does liquidity mean?
a) How easily we need our money back 
when we want
b) How many of our shares are making 
money

Hard Essential vocabs - 
Financial Identity 
(downloadable)

What is it called when you  lend money to 
a government or a company and  receive 
regular interest payments?
a) Bonds
b) Shares
c) Loan
d) Property

Hard Investing Sorted 
booklet

What is it called when we buy part of a 
company and receive part of the company’s 
profit?
a) Shares
b) Trust
c) Account

Hard Investing in 
Shares - learning 
materials
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What are the ups and downs of an 
investment called?
a) Volatility
b) A rollercoaster
c) An elevator

Hard Investing Sorted 
booklet

Is it free to invest?
a) Yes
b) No

Hard Investing Sorted 
booklet

What is the best question(s) to ask when 
you are deciding on your investment? 
a) How long do I want to invest for?
b) Do I need to get my money easily?
c) What balance of risk and reward is right 
for me? 
d) All of the above

Hard Investing in Shares 
- Infographics
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Taonga – Tooth of a sperm whale       
Did you get 8 or more questions correct? 

Well done! 

A Tabua, a polished tooth of a Sperm Whale is a very important gift in 
Fijian culture and has a high spiritual value. This whale tooth necklace 
contains the knowledge of investing from our motu (island).

Bonus round
Do you want to try the bonus quiz to gain another gift?

This one is much shorter, only three questions. If you answer them all 
correctly, you will get a bonus gift that you can take back to Motu Ao 
Cloud Island. Ask your teacher to check the answer when you’re done!

Questions Your answer

What island in the pacific does this island 
remind of?
a) Tonga
b) Samoa
c) Fiji
d) Niue

What is NOT one of the three official 
languages of Fiji??
a) Tokelauan
b) English
c) Hindi
d) Fijian

What is the currency used in Fiji?
a) Fijian Dollars
b) New Zealand Dollars
c) Fijian Bitcoin
d) Australian Dollars
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